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Piotr Marecki 2003/02/06Plan
The external �eld problem for QED is formulatedas follows: the electromagnetic �eld is divided into twoparts, the classical one A�(x) given and �xed onceand for all, and the quantum one A�q (x) which is thephoton �eld.The motivation for such a theory comes from thefact, that it shares many diÆculties with the QEDon a curved spacetime. Construction of external �eldQED together with its experimental veri�cation wouldfurther justify the QED on CST.The plan of the talk is the following:1. External �eld QED (the basics)2. Local, causal, perturbative QED3. Experimental veri�cation
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1. The basics 2003/02/06External �eld QED
In order to construct the free external �eld QEDone starts from the classical Dirac �eld in the externalpotential A�(x). The time evolution is than generatedby the Hamiltonian:H = 0i[�i@i + eAi(t;x)]� eA0(t;x) +m0:Suppose the external �eld is time independent.The spectrum of the Dirac operator than containsa continuous part (scattering states) usually for E 2(�1;�mc2)[(mc2;1) and a ladder of bound states.The theory can be quantized algebraically by meansof the CAR f (x);  �(y)g = S(x; y);where S = Sret � Sav is the anti-commutatordistribution which is the unique homogeneous solutionwith support in the light cone. 2



1. The basics 2003/02/06However in the time-independent case it is relativelyeasy to construct the vacuum representation which alsode�nes the algebra. One divides the spectrum intopositive and negative frequency parts and de�nes thequantized �eld via:
 A(x) = Z d3p [uA(x; p)a(p) + vA(x; p)b�(p)]++Xn uA(x; n)a(n) +Xm vA(x;m)b�(m) (1)
together with CAR
fa(p); a�(k)g = Æ(p� k) fb(p); b�(k)g = Æ(p� k)fa(n); a�(m)g = Ænm fb(n); b�(m)g = Ænmfa:; b:g = 0 fa:; b�: g = 0

The choice of the positive frequency part isconveniently described by a projection operator onthe 1-particle Hilbert space. This projection also �xes3



1. The basics 2003/02/06the vacuum representation bya(p)
 = 0 b(p)
 = 0:an
 = 0 bn
 = 0:
In the theory quantized in such a way there are twotwo-point functions, namelyiG+AB(x; y) = (
;  A(x) B(y)
)iG�AB(x; y) = (
;  A(x) B(y)
)which depend on the choice of the projection. Theyare constrained byG+(x; y) +G�(y; x) = S(x; y)i.e. they sum up to the representation-independentanti-commutator distribution.
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1. The basics 2003/02/06
Nonlinear �elds are of great interest, above allthe free electronic current operator, which is classicallygiven by j�(x) =  (x)� (x):In QFT such an operator must be de�ned by asubstraction of certain number valued distributionJ�(x; y) from the operator valued distributionj�(x; y) =  (x)� (y):and a subsequent limit x! y. In standard theory thechoice is typically (normal ordering)J�(x; y) = (
; j�(x; y)
):Speci�cally the current density is modi�ed by

J0(x; y) = i0G�(x; y):
5



1. The basics 2003/02/06

The external �eld QED is the interactingtheory based upon the "distinguished",vacuum representation of the free �eld algebra.Quadratic observables are de�ned by a suitablesubtraction of the appropriate two-pointfunctions.
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2. Local QED 2003/02/06Local, causal, perturbative QED
The S-matrix is by de�nition given the Dyson series:

S = 1 + Z d4x g(x)LI(x)++ Z d4x d4y g(x)g(y)T2(x; y) + : : :
where T2(x; y) is the second order time-ordered product(Operator Valued Distribution) constructed from theinteraction Lagrangean LI(x). The g's are testfunctions which are equal to 1 in the region wherethe electromagnetic interaction is supposed to takeplace.
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2. Local QED 2003/02/06
The postulate of localityAll elements of the algebra (linear and non-linear OVD smeared with test functions) areallowed to depend only on the external �eldpresent in the causal neighborhood containingthe support of the test functions.More speci�cally we construct the time orderedproducts (TOP) Tn(x1 : : : xn) which through theDyson-series determine the evolution of theobservables. Those TOP's with help of the Wickexpansion can be shown to consist of the Wick productsmultiplied with number valued distributions. Werequire both of them to be local. In particular theWick product of two �eld operators:  (x) (y) :=  (x) (y)�H(x; y)is local if the regularising distribution, H(x; y) ful�llsÆH(x; y)ÆA�(z) = 0 8



2. Local QED 2003/02/06if z does not belong to the causal neighborhoodcontaining x and y.

Figure 1: The two-argument (x; y) o.v.d.'s areallowed to depend on the external �eld only in theregion J+(x) \ J�(y) (which is the smallest causalneighborhood containing x and y) and thus - shouldnot feel any e�ect of the external �eld.
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2. Local QED 2003/02/06
The two-point functions G�(x; y) are not localArgument: Consider for simplicity the massless,hermitean, scalar �eld. Let the external potentialbe only x-dependent. Investigate the scattering,stationary wavefunctions in order to de�ne the �eldoperator with their help.

Figure 2: Two independent solutions e1(x) and e2(x).The other dimensions (t; y; z) are suppressed.The y and z dependence factorizes:u(t; x; x?) = eiE(p?;p)t�ip?x? � e(p; x) 10



2. Local QED 2003/02/06As there is no external �eld for small x-esboth independent solutions e1;2(x; p) will be linearcombinations of the running waves: outgoing e�ipxand incoming eipx. If we take as the �rst solution theone for which e1 = e�ipx for small x than the secondone will have the forme2 = ae�ipx + beipx;where a 6= 0 6= b. Now the �eld can be quantized:
 (t; x; x?) = ZR2 d2p? Z 10 dpp2E ��eiEt�ip?x?[e1(x; p)a1(p) + e2(x; p)a2(p)] +H:c:	with CCR[a1(p); a�1(k)] = Æ(p� k) [a1(p); a�2(k)] = 0[a2(p); a�2(k)] = Æ(p� k) [a:(p); a:(k)] = 0
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2. Local QED 2003/02/06The vacuum representation is de�ned by requiringa:(p)
 = 0Now the two point function (
;  (x) (y) 
) (forequal times) is given byZR2 d2p? Z 10 dp2E �ne�ip?(x�y)?[e1(x)e1(y) + e2(x)e2(y)]o (2)The square bracket is evaluated to be[: : :] = (1 + jaj2)e�ip(x�y) + jbj2eip(x�y)+ab eip(x+y) + ab e�ip(x+y): (3)On the other hand in the absence of the external �eldwe have[: : :]Minkowski = e�ip(x�y) + eip(x�y):Both distributions are easily seen not to be equal. 212



2. Local QED 2003/02/06
Local de�nition of the Wick productThe goal is to �nd a suitable distributions H; ~Hsuch that they are local and make the limit x! y of A(x) B(y)�HAB(x; y) A(x) B(y)� ~HAB(x; y)well de�ned as operator valued distributions. The lattercondition is ful�lled if and only if the limit x! y of(
;  A(x) B(y)
)�HAB(x; y)(
;  A(x) B(y)
)� ~HAB(x; y)exists as a distribution.Both above two-point functions have singularitieson the light-cone � = (x � y)2 and are solutions ofthe Dirac equation. The method of Hadamard allowsus to �nd distributions with the same properties whichare additionally local. 13



2. Local QED 2003/02/06The outline of the Hadamard method
� the sought distribution should ful�llfia[@a� ieAa(x)]�mgH(x; z) � DxH(x; z) = 0
� it is found fromH(x; z) = D̂x�(x; z)D̂x � fia[@a � ieAa(x)] +mg;where now �(x; z) solves the equationDxD̂x�(x; z) = 0;DxD̂x �= [2+ ieAa(x)@a + c(x)]� e[a; b] Fab(x)
� if �(x; z) has a singularity at the light cone, than as14



2. Local QED 2003/02/06a homogeneous solution it must be of the form
�(x; z) = u(x; z)�� + 1Xn=0 vn(x; z) ln ��;(modulo smooth function),� the smooth coeÆcients u; vn are determinedfrom the recursive system of ordinary di�erentialequations: duds + u � [Ta iAa(y)] = 0sdv0ds + v0[1 + sTa iAa(y)] = �Dyusdvnds + vn [1 + sTa iAa(y)] = �1nDyvn�1;for which u(z; z) and continuity of vn(x; z) arethe only boundary conditions. Those equations areintegrated along the straight line emerging from z.Ta is the (unit) tangent vector; s is the distance,y = y(s) = z + sT . 15



2. Local QED 2003/02/06Not a diÆcult integration leads to the followingresults:
u(x; z) = exp �ie Z s0 TaAa(z + �T ) d��v0(x; z) = �u(z; x)4s Z s0 Dyu(y; z)u(y; z) d�:

The above solutions are smooth and transparently local.The same is true for all vn's, therefore the distributionH(x; z) is a local one. It possesses all the singularitystructure of the two-point function (at least if the latterdoes not posses any other singularities) and as suchit can be used in the de�nition of the Wick product.However a smooth function can always be added toH(x; y) without changing its properties.
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2. Local QED 2003/02/06

Causal, perturbative QED attempts toconstruct TOP and other non-linear OVD's. Ifthey are to depend locally on the external �eldthan the two-point functions should be avoidedin their de�nition. Hadamard method providestransparently local regularizing distributions.
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4. Experimental veri�cation 2003/02/06Experimental veri�cation
The study of the experimental consequences of theexternal �eld QED requires extraordinary measures.On the one hand we would like the external �eld tobe "strong" so as to produce non-trivial e�ects, onthe other it is desirable to avoid all poorly understoodphenomena which might appear in connection with thestrong �elds. Moreover the �eld should be such thatthe external �eld approximation is justi�ed.In our opinion any experimental test of the external�eld QED should ful�ll the following requirements:1. The external �eld should be appropriate, i.e. itshould:� be well characterized,� be classical and su�er little from the back-reaction.2. The experiment should be clean from any otherunknown or poorly characterized interactions. 18



4. Experimental veri�cation 2003/02/06One experimental area which appears to ful�ll allthe requirements seems to be the spectroscopy of fullyionized, heavy ions. In such experiments a bare ionis allowed to capture an electron. The energy levelsof such an electron are sensitive to the quantum-electrodynamic e�ects.The system of bare uranium ion with the 1S bindingenergy of 130keV is characterized as follows:� the external �eld outside of the nucleus is theCoulomb �eld which is classical and �xed by theGauss law,� there is virtually no back-reaction on the external�eld� the only Pandora's box, the nucleus, (still) has anegligible e�ect � 0:1eV� no electron-electron interactions obscure the results
19



4. Experimental veri�cation 2003/02/06
Short overview of the experiment� accelerated uranium ions are stripped from allelectrons upon hitting a thin, metal foil target,� the bare ions are then accumulated in a storagering (up to 108 ions with long. velocity spread of50ppm),� the ions hit a gas target where they captureelectrons,� the electrons drop through the energy levels, thex-rays of those transitions are detected,� the Lyman 2p3=2 ! 1s line reveals the 1s Lambshift� coincidence arrangement assures no more than oneelectron/ion contributes to the spectra 20



4. Experimental veri�cation 2003/02/06
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4. Experimental veri�cation 2003/02/06
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2003/02/06Conclusions and outlook
The following points are important:� standard theory is based upon vacuumrepresentation and normal ordered expressions� local theory makes some important adjustments theconsequences of which are yet to be determined� well-prepared experimental setups make the external�eld regime experimentally accessible
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